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Locked Filet Mesh 
(LFM) Photo Tutorial 
Includes  

• LFM “Tutorial 10”pattern 

• Photo guide for 

o Reading my patterns 

o Chainless Foundation 

o All LFM stitches  

Quick Points 
• I use US crochet terminology 

• Chart is 21 x 21 

• Finished square approximately 5” 

• This free tutorial is available in 2 places: 

o Facebook Locked Filet Mesh Crochet 

o Ashlee's Ravelry Store 

• Tutorials also available on my YouTube channel: Ashlee Brotzell Designs! 

o https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCm43s9C9uNEnpnGeDlxYi_g 

What You Need 
• Worsted Weight Yarn (75 yards total) 

o Main color (MC) – 35 yards + 5 for border 

o Accent color (AC) – 35 yards 

• 4.5 mm hook (you may want to try a larger hook if you are having difficulty) 

Using a light weight yarn will give you a smaller finished product!  
This is where gauge matters. Some patterns are large enough that using worsted weight will give you a queen size 

blanket and following the same pattern with dk/ light yarn should cut the size down to about ¾. It will also use less yarn. 

Changing your hook size will affect the final measurements and 

how much yarn you use as well. 

If you're expecting your finished item to be a certain size you 

should really do a gauge swatch as directed by the designer. My 

patterns show gauge like this: 4 DC x 2 rows = 1” square. The 

picture on the left shows a mesh swatch (DC, *ch1, sk1, DC* 

repeat). The picture on the right shows a DC swatch. 

 

Choosing Your Colors 
One of the best features in any LFM creation is the color contrast. Choose colors that contrast well so the design is 

clearly visible (but if you are new to crochet you may want to avoid black because it’s harder to see the anatomy of the 

stitch). 

If you aren't sure how well your colors will work together, take a picture of your yarn choices and change the coloring to 

grayscale. This should help you see if they will blend in too much or if they have enough contrast.  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/lockedfiletmesh
https://www.ravelry.com/stores/ashlee-brotzell-designs
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCm43s9C9uNEnpnGeDlxYi_g
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Key 
RS = right side: the side of your work that will show the finished design 

WS = wrong side: the back of your project 

Front = the side currently facing you 

Back = the side not facing you 

MC = main color (usually dark)  

AC = accent color (usually light or multicolored) 

Ch = chain 

Sp = space 

Sk = skip a stitch 

YO = yarn over 

SC = single crochet 

DC = double crochet 

TC = triple / treble crochet 

F = DC in front, then CH 1 

B = DC behind, then CH 1 

Ch3 in front = using AC, CH 3 in front of MC work 

Ch3 in back = using AC, CH 3 behind MC work 

ACF = bring AC working loop and yarn tail to the side facing you 

ACB = put AC working loop and yarn tail to the side facing away from you 

ES = end stitch: using MC, DC into the last MC window space 

EB = end stitch in back: using AC, DC into the last AC window, working behind MC 

EF = end stitch in front: using AC, DC into the last AC window, working in front of MC 

Don't confuse 

 Front/Back  

with Right Side / Wrong Side (RS/WS) 

Or with F / B 

DC 

YO, insert hook,  

YO and pull through 

(3 loops on hook),  

YO and pull through 2 

(2 loops on hook),  

YO and pull through 2 

(1 loop on hook) 

TC 

YO twice, insert hook, 

YO and pull through 

(4 loops on hook), 

YO and pull through 

(3 loops on hook),  

YO and pull through 2 

(2 loops on hook),  

YO and pull through 2 

(1 loop on hook) 

 

Some patterns will look good on 

either side, others have a definite 

“wrong side". 

I did this square with a larger hook so 

you can really see the stitches but I 

prefer a tighter finished look.  

It is important to look at each designer’s key 

because some people use different terms to 

mean the same thing. 
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Crocheting starts now 
All my patterns begin with the same foundation rows in 3 steps. Other designers may have different instructions!  

Break it down 
• First I tell you how many stitches are in each row. Every MC row will have 21 stitches in this pattern. That count 

includes the Ch3 at the beginning and the final DC. The AC will always be one less. 

• Create 20 windows (photo tutorial just below) OR 

• Chain 41 (that's how many squares are in the chart) 

• Add 3 more chains (2 to represent the DC on the side of the window, 1 counts as 

the chain space at the top of the window) 

o If you chain tighter than me, add 4 (3 counts as the side DC) 

• DC into the 6th (or 7th if you adjusted) chain from the hook (1st window complete) 

• *CH 1, SK 1, DC* repeat to end 

Foundation Rows (21 MC bars, 20 AC bars) 
1. Using MC create 20 windows. I prefer the chainless technique using triple/treble crochet but alternatively you can Ch 

41 + 3 (or 4 if you chain tighter than me), then DC in 6th (or 7th) CH from your hook. *Ch 1, Sk 1, DC* repeat until the 

end. Place stitch marker so your work doesn’t unravel. 

2. With your AC, Ch 41 +1 (or 2 if you chain tighter). Pull the tail of your AC through the window on the right end (see 

picture by the Key). DC through the back of the next window into the 6th (or 7th) CH from your hook.  

3. *Ch 1, Sk 1, DC through the back* repeat to end. Place stitch marker so your work doesn’t unravel. Both stitch markers 

should be on the same end. 
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Foundation Rows, Steps 2 & 3: Use Accent Color (AC) 
Ch 42 (43 if you chain tighter than me). Add an extra CH if you’re unsure of your count (it’s easier to undo your first slip 

knot than to undo your whole row of windows). Put the tail through the back of the right-end window.  

DC into the 6th Ch from hook  (or 7th if you adjusted originally)  

Yarn Over (YO), insert hook THROUGH THE BACK OF THE NEXT WINDOW into CH  

Do not YO again until you pull your stitch and hook BEHIND the MC 

Now you can finish the DC (YO, pull through 1 loop, YO, pull through 2 loops, YO, pull through 2 loops) 

Step 3 in the foundation: 
*CH 1, SK 1, DC through the back* 7 more times 

Try to get more consistent tension than I did lol 

You are now ready for Row 4 of the pattern. Turn your work.  

*Other designers may start their foundation rows differently, 

such as with weaving.* Follow your pattern.  

We are now ready to start at row 4. Our crochet hook is on the right side (or, for left-handed people, 

the left side, and remember to read the row from the end to the beginning).  
**Leave a stitch marker in the color you aren't using so it doesn't get pulled apart while you work.** 

 (Remember to look at the key if you’re unsure what the pattern 

is telling you) 

 

WS - We have our work turned so we can see the wrong side of 

the design (not that you can really tell yet). 

AC to back - Move the AC working loop and tail away from you. 

See photos below for a visual on where the loops should go. 

4 MC - Row 4, using Main Color (green for me).  
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Ch3 - Chain 3 (some people prefer to  ch4 at the start of each row). This counts as your side DC and ch 1 space. 

When you move the AC, move both the working loop and the tail leading to the yarn ball (white in the pictures). This 

sets you up to do the proper Ch3 in back or in front for the next row. Middle picture shows ACB, 3rd pic shows ACF. 

B1 -  One DC behind your white mesh, and then chain 1. 

More details: first, YO, keep the white tails out of the way like the middle picture above. Then, pull the white row out of 

the way in front 2nd pic below) and insert into previous row's green DC. Finish stitch like normal. Make sure you aren't 

working in the chain space.  

 

F7 - 7 Front DC stitches. YO, insert hook through the white window and find your green DC stitch from the previous row. 

Pull the stitch and the tip of your hook to the front BEFORE your next YO. Then pull up a loop and finish the DC like usual 

(another YO, pull through 2 loops, YO, pull through 2). Pics of our 1st Front DC. 

If you YO before you bring your work to the front you will see your stitch on both sides.  

 

 

Repeat 6 more times. 
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B1 – after 7 front stitches we now have another back stitch. 

YO, keep your hook behind the white mesh and enter into the green stitch like you normally would, complete your DC. 

 

ES – This is your final MC (green) DC, and it is worked into the window space of the 

previous green row. 

Remember, green stitches are always worked into green stitches. And white into 

white. 

Put a stitch marker (safety pin works) in your green loop so it doesn’t come apart 

while you work on the white row. 

Don’t turn your work, we are still looking at the “wrong side" (WS). 

R5 – Ch3 in back, B8, EB 
Your white is already locked in front or behind based on where you 

put the tails before.  

It could just say Ch3, but knowing if it was supposed to be in front or 

behind is just a double check so I like having the information there. 

Then 8 Back stitches. Most of the white row is already behind the 

green and it should be easy to find where to put your stitches.  

But that first white stitch is sitting in front of the green row. So, in 

order to do our first Back stitch we YO, then put our hook through 

the back of the window and pull the stitch to the back before doing our next YO. Finish the DC as normal. 
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The next stitches are slightly easier because the white mesh is easy to access. Just pull the green down out of the way a 

bit and DC like normal. Don't forget to ch 1 after each DC and always work in the DC stitch, not the Ch space.  

EB - End stitch is in the Back. YO, go through the back of the window and grab our stitch (in this case, the top of the 

white window), and pull it to the back BEFORE doing your next YO. 

 

R6 and 7 should be straightforward. Just remember to bring your stitch to the proper side before your 2nd YO. If you 

make a mistake you will see the stitch on both sides. 

Count your DC and windows spaces to make sure you are going through the right window and into the right stitch.  

 

 

 

The ES from R6 goes through the window.  

 

 

 

 

 

The EF in R7 goes through the window, in front of the green 
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Reminder:  
Make sure you go through the right window space and into the right stitch. 

 

Continue with “LFM Tutorial 10” 
You should be at row 8 now 

 

 

 

And then, a stitch we HAVE done, but in a slightly 

different manner: 
R9 ends with EB but pull the green forward out of the 

way, stretch the white a bit to stick your hook in. 
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Take note of R18. I wanted to draw your attention to where 

the AC gets placed because it is different than the other rows. 

While following my own patterns I kept missing the change, so 

I’ve put a star next to it now.  

 

 

The SC border is optional but will make it easier to join your 

squares together.  

To do the SC border: after the ES of row 20, ch 1, do 2 single 

crochets into each gap and add an extra chain 2 space in the 

corners.  

 

 

Also take note that this design is not simply inverted from the right side onto the wrong side. Some patterns will be 

pretty on both sides and other designs will show a definite “right" versus “wrong". 

I hope this was helpful. Tag your finished squares @ashleeslint #lockedfiletmesh and get started on your next pattern!  
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